
MARKET SURVEY –SS/12 
Date: 11.07.2012

Date: 11th July 2012
Location: Noida : Great India Place, Centre Stage Mall

Rajouri Garden: West Gate Mall, TDI Mall, City Square, Local Market,         
Store visited :      Lilliput, lifestyle, Adidas, Lotto, Walk in M& B , Marks & Spencers, Metro,

Shoppers Stop, Pantaloons, Puma, Bata, Footsteps, Liberty
United Colors of  Benetton(Kids) and Local Brands.

Brands Covered : Lilliput, Adidas, Disney, Lotto, M&B Footwear, UCB and Miscellaneous.
Season: Spring Summer 12
Category:            New born cover alls, Girls & Boys( Sandals, shoes, Flip Flops,

Ballerinas, Bellies, Clogs and Fashion Footwear. 
Size group :         Infant Junior( Size 3 UK- Size 13 UK & Youth WOMEN & MEN

(Size 1UK – Size- 5 UK)
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http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/3/39/Pantaloons_Logo.svg�
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/2/20/Adidas_Logo.svg�
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KIDS FOOTWEAR BRANDS INTRO:
Nowadays many kids footwear brands represent their products at the footwear market. Kids footwear 
branding is a popular and fashionable trend because all parents want to see their children well-dressed and 
good footwear is an important attribute of it. The choice is wide and parents can be taken aback by this 
great diversity. What to choose and what brand is the best? These questions and many others may occur if 
you visit modern footwear brand outlet.
The main criteria for choosing one or another brand can be as follows. First of all it is necessary to pay 
attention from what material shoes are made. For small children it is preferable to choose footwear made of 
natural materials that are safe and air-permeable. It can be leather or canvas, for example. Secondly, the 
sole must be flexible enough to be comfortable for walking. The inner sole for kids must be made of soft 
leather or 100% cotton. 
Kids footwear brands produce goods for boys and girls to all tastes. And if you choose reputable ones, your 
children will always look well and feel a comfort wearing nice dress shoes, casual shoes, sandals, slippers, 
trainers or sneakers and so on.



Sandal: Girls

The little girl’s sandals in different colors, usually to attract girls. 
Colors:  Sky-blue, green, pink and orange. These sandals have EVA & PVC soles, light weight.
Materials: Padded foot provides a comfortable wearing feel and suede sole provider of its great 
flexibility.
Price: Rs 349- 799



Sandal: Girls
These Flattering materials come as trims and decorative and functional
elements. The trend towards more polish and class is responded to by
tendencies that admit shine & shimmer. In addition to high polish 
metallises- especially alongwith gold and copper, plus patent- herald 
a comeback. Again, softness is a must here.

Price range:    Rs 350-990



Sandal: Boys

Market offers an exclusive range of Kids Sandal that is known for their colorful design and playful 
patterns. Highly durable, these sandals are highly admired for their comfort fit. These 
ergonomically designed sandals are strong enough to resist the wear and tear caused due to their 
heavy game. Available in a range of design and sizes, these light weight sandals are in 
conformation with latest market trends.
Price: Rs 249- Rs 999



Shoes

 Kids footwear sneakers are made of canvas, nylon or leather and have a soft rubber sole. Kids footwear sneakers of good 
quality are made of breathable and durable materials, have flexible comfortable sole which is good for sports exercises and 
outdoor games. You can choose sneakers with shoelaces or slip-on models. produce many kinds of It is possible to buy such 
kinds of sneakers, as flexible, eco-friendly, cushioned, exercise, with Disney characters, rubber, skating, winter, spring, summer, 
perfed, water resistant, washable, vulcanized rubber, with removable insoles and even made of crocodile skin.

Eco-friendly sneakers are made of natural breathable materials which are safe and give maximum comfort for kids' feet. 
Water resistant sneakers will keep feet dry in rainy weather. Washable sneakers can be washed without losing color and their 
properties. Perfed sneakers are more breathable due to special small holes or perforation. Exercise, cushioned, vulcanized 
rubber sneakers are very good for sporty and very active children. Winter, spring, summer sneakers allow to wear them all the
year round.

 You cannot hold smart and fashionable shoes for long if they are not comfortable. Shoes that cramp or pinch you can make 
you feel uneasy and hurt your feet.

 It is all the comfort of a little kid. When your little Kid looks wearing these shoes, it may increase the confidence of her 
fashion, developing her personality.



COLORS:
I guess consumers are wanting not only the staple colors that come around every season, but looking beyond that, and 
reaching for colors that make you stand out, or add a bit of vibrancy to your style. I have always been a good visionary with
color and I am glad to see these trends continue to cross the boundaries of what’s commercial.



Super bright: The color of shoes are much brighter than the heels from Spring 2011 – think neon and highlighter shades.



Colored soles made for an interesting and edgy contrast  against party look 
and casual sporty accessorized synthetic and fabric uppers.
Soles of TPR, EVA Die-cut, vulcanized & injected Rubber and PVC offered a wide range.
Studs, Rivets, embroideries, stitch appliqués, heat transfers ornamented the shoe.
Price: Rs.550- 1500

Shoes: Girls



Shoes: Girls
These shoes fit all of the little girl is obtained from a variety of colors such as, violet, blue, pink and 
white. Florals : Floral tones, essential nuances for charming prints available now for ranges of limited 
volume.



Shoes: Girls
Playful designs, stripes, graphics and tactful Branding are the highlights in 
MNC products.
Color Splash, many bright colors and bright prints.
Price: Premium range pricey shoes



Shoes: Boys

Metallics, Patents and fabric mesh outshines the sporty casual look!
Colors: Neon Colors like fluorescent crimson, royal blues and hues 
of red!
Prints: Brand logos playfully positioned, character graphics like 
Mickey in upper and the sole are well-placed.

Price: Premium Range



Shoes: Boys

Earthy
The earth hues: ochres, greens and copper tones which support the passion for nature and organic 
environments to use with mat or shiny effects, with top-of-the-range laces, elastic and tapes Note a 
surge of ‘camouflage effects’, crowded text-graphics and checks.

Shoes: Boys



Bellies: Girls

Your little girl can use for any type of clothes and shoes of the party. She can use in occasions such as 
school activities, birthday parties, promos, funfairs, etc. These shoes are in the low and high heel 
format. You can also get for your graphic design styles of girls. These shoes feature attractive feature
is the flexible band around the ankle and includes floral patterns along the toe and around the cut.



In splashy funky colorful tones and decorated with Riveted  highlighted 
border outlines, buckles and feathers. Open-toes or peep-toes with 
stockings, socks or tights underneath is fashionable. 
Prints: Floral leaves, rose petals, etc.

Bellies: Girls

. 



EMBELLISHMENTS:
It feels a bit soon, but with pumps back in the pointed toe was never 
going to be far away. For those not game, round-toes are still an option, as is the squared-off toe. 
Suede makes a strong comeback, while mixed materials (combinations of leather, suede, metallics, all 
on the one piece) are prominent. Sequins, Bowties, Zippers underline feminine
appeal!



Textiles are used not only due to the rising leather prices, but also they afford outdoor shoes 
innovation and individuality. Rubber accessories, Graphic Hearts, butterflies, florals and faces are 
the pure girly stuff!

Bellies: Girls



Bellies: Girls

Square/oval toes, weaved/perforated synthetics, decorative flowers, and fringing are just some of 
the things you might not have been expecting to come back into fashion so soon, and yet here they 
are!!!

Bellies: Girls



Flip-Flops/Slippers

Product Category: Flip flips/ slippers/ thongs/ indoors
Colors : Blue, White, green, yellows, Purple, Pink .
Price: Around Rs 799.
Prints : All over prints , mostly Florals
Material: Eva, Pvc rubber strips, synthetics



Flip-Flops/SlippersPrints: Reptile prints, Florals, beach wear graphics, polka-dots
Accessories: Laced ribbons, buttons, beads, elastics
Price: Rs 199- 499



Flip-Flops/Slippers
Padded /cushioned patterns like hearts, flowers and teddies
Prints: Spirals Prints, Polka Dots, butterflies, camouflage .
Additional Feature: Extra colored replaceable Velcro strap given 
with the attached one(one in the right corner picture).



Flip-Flops/Slippers

Colors: Tender
The clearest and palest of pastels, ideal for lofty and silky fabrics and for a new vintage mood that is 
more sexy than candid.
Accessories: Buttons, beads, sequins, stones, shimmers, laces.



FLIP-FLOPS/SLIPPERS

Flowers applications
It's the new foho: folk-inspired with an ethnic twist. Fringed 
chappals are the defining feature of the trend, with other details like studs and tooled leather adding 
to the crafty feel. Short fringed patterns in leather or suede can look sexy with bare legs or tights. 
They can add charm to a sophisticated outfit, or be thrown together with an 
everyday outfit for casual chic. 



THANK-YOU
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